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... zzz ... zzz ... mmm ... um,
what... oh yes, I remember what I
was doing... writing a newsletter.
Sorry to doze off on you there, but,
well, I have not been getting much
sleep lately. Something to do with
kids and their own schedules.
It has been over a year since our
last newsletter and it has been a busy
yea r inde ed. T he e xec utive
summary is:
• We moved to Tokyo.
• I now work for Rockwell International.
• Our family is now four people;
twin boys were born in February.
I tried writing a newsletter last
spring about what my job was like at
Matsushita. Planning and enjoying a
trip to Bali and Singapore during 2

"And Baby makes... Four."

weeks of May squelched my writing
time. After that, things just got
crazy... MEW... then at home. This
newsletter is devoted to family
business.
Cameron Akito and Andrew
Takato were born on Friday, 28
February 1992. We were all very
happy, it had been a long road for
Eiko, the boys and everyone else.

And there’s the other
head
We knew Eiko was pregnant in
late August. About the middle of
September, we were trying to make
some career decisions and one of the
lar ge st in flu enc es wa s her
pregnancy status. Since there was a
possible home move involved, we
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were concerned about any negative
ef fects it would have on her
pregnancy. We decided that a move
would be acceptable if carefully
timed with her pregnancy and if she
was not required to do any packing
or moving. A few hours before I was
to inform MEW of my leaving, I
went with Eiko to her regular
pregnancy check.
As I was observing the ultrasound
screen with the doctor, I saw the
fetus fading in and out of focus. It
was about 4cm long with a head
definitely visible on the right hand
side. As the doctor moved the
sensor around to get a better view, I
saw the fetus again, but it appeared
as if the head was on the left hand
side from that position. The physics

Two views of the boys by ultrasound on 12 September 1991 (10 weeks). The upper images show the actual ultrasound
images, the lower graphics help sort out the parts and the viewing angles (ovals represent Eiko’s head and sholders).
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of that just did not seem correct to
me... I begun to get suspicious. I
looked at the doctor, but he was not
saying anything. His eyes held a
little twinkle, but he kept scrolling
the ultrasound around. Finally, after
a few minutes he said, "Futago," and
then in English, "Twins!"
The r oom e nte re d se miPandemonium as the words started
to register with Eiko and the two
nurses in the room. Lots of smiles
and shrieks were passed around. The
doc tor be gan r etra cing his
ultrasound steps to detail his
diagnosis to everyone.
On the way back home, we
discussed if having twins should
change our plans. We agreed that
twins would require more pre- and
post-natal care, but we would
proceed as planned. We were on the
road to an eventful year.

On to Tokyo
Things progressed well in the
ensuing few months, but Eiko
definitely had her share of morning
sickness. Eiko’s weight gain and
ultrasounds confirmed that the
fetuses were developing normally.
The move to Tokyo posed no
problems, we had the movers pack
everything for us. In Tokyo, we
sta rte d o ut at on e so- ca lle d
international hospital, but moved to
the Japanese Red Cross Hospital.
The doctor that was recommended
to us was quite well respected...
medical education in the USA,
interviews on NHK (Japanese PBS)
and he had written a few books on
pregnancy. We also received lots of
support and information from other
fo re igner s who te ac h birth
preparation classes in English.
The other indispensable help
came from our parents. Of course
they provided the usual advise and
pregnancy experiences... but it went
farther than that. Both families
spent many weeks staying with us to
help Eiko rest. There is a lot of
literature and lore concerning what
a pregnant woman should and
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shouldn’t do... it is almost as intense
as the breast or bottle debate. We
decided that rest would be the best
medicine for Eiko, so we really
appreciated all of the help around the
house. (At the International Twin
Congress held in Tokyo during late
June, recent research shows that for
twin pregnancies, bed rest indeed
helps extend the gestational period.)

The Start
The evening of 10 Febuary
started out fairly uneventfully. The
next day, Tuesday, was a holiday
and we were spending the evening
reading. Around 11:30 PM, Eiko
thought she felt some tightening in
her stomach. Eight minutes later, she
felt the same sensation. She was just
at the 30th of 40 weeks of pregnancy
so I figured it was false or BraxtonHicks contractions. Never-the-less I
got out some paper to record any
more tightening feelings. Within the
next hour, I realized that the
contractions were continuing to
occur at a fairly steady rate, 8
minute s a par t. I figure d this
warranted a call to the hospital... if
the contractions were nothing to be
concerned about, a statement to that
effect from a doctor would help my
wife sleep. After Eiko talked with a
nurse for awhile, the doctor on duty
seemed to say that she should wait
until the morning to consult her
regular OB.
I ke pt r e ad ing my book,
interrupted every several minutes to
write down the latest contraction
time. At 2:30 a m whe n the
contractions had not diminished, I
thought another call to the hospital
was appropriate. This time the
conversation was much shorter...
"Come in immediately". We did a
little packing while Eiko’s mom
tried phoning for a taxi. (Not many
are interested in picking up a woman
in labor at 3 in the morning.)
The initial exam confirmed that
yes she was in labor, and no, she
shouldn’t be. At 4:30, they gave her
a mild pill to help stop the

contractions. By 5:30, nothing had
changed so an IV with stronger
medication was started. Around
7a m, the contra ctions finally
stopped. Her normal OB, Dr.
Amenomori, examined her about
9:30 and subsequently admitted her
to the hospital.

Complications...
In general, pregnancy is a fairly
self managing condition... not much
else is really needed beyond proper
attention to nutrition and repose. As
in an y na tur al pr oc ess,
complications can arise and twin
pregnancies tend to have a few more
complications than average. The
greatest danger to a fetus is preterm
delivery and with the uterus overly
stretched with a multiple pregnancy,
preterm labor is much more likely to
occur. Preterm labor is simply labor
that starts anytime before a fetus is
nearly full term, 37 weeks. If the
labor is not stopped and the baby is
born prematurely, the statistics are
fairly gloomy. Babies born around
26 weeks have roughly 30-40%
chance of survival... around 32
weeks they have 80-90% chance of
survival. 37 weeks is considered
the milestone where the lungs and
othe r orga ns a re suf fic ie ntly
developed to survive outside the
womb without mec hanic al
assistance.
There are two basic treatments to
stopping and preventing preterm
labor from progressing: bed rest and
medications known as Tocolytics.
Bed rest is thought to help by
preventing pressure of the fetus on
the cervix. Bed rest alone is usually
sufficient about 50% of the time.
Tocolytics work by relaxing the
contracting muscles. Tocolytics
have been found to be effective in
preterm labor treatment, but at a
pr ice ... th e mo the r us ually
experiences a pounding heart, rapid
pulse , nause a, vomiting, and
trembling. Since Eiko had only
completed 30 weeks and was having
strong contractions, we had few
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options. Eiko was given strong
doses of Tocolytics and suffered all
of the side effects.
Eiko was on Tocolytics for about
a week when another pregnancy
complication developed. In the past
it was known as Toxemia but now it
is generally referred to as the stages
of Eclampsia. It is characterized by
high blood pressure, protein in the
urine, and a markedly decreased
urine output. If left untreated it could
easily lead to convulsions and
ultimately blindness or kidney
failure.
Da y by da y, Eik o’ s b lood
pressure increased and urine output
decreased. Whenever the upper
(systolic) pressure was above 160,
they would give her medication to
bring her blood pressure down. We
also had the fun of carefully
measuring all liquids to ensure what
went in eventually came out.
By Tuesday (25 Febuary) Eiko’s
condition had digressed to the point
that her long term health was being
threatened. After discussing options
with Dr. Amenomori, we decided
that we would stop the Tocolytics
and hope natural labor would start
and then progress. We had several
bouts where contractions were only
4 or 5 minutes apart for several
hours. The doctor prescribed several
unpleasantries (including Castor
Oil!) to "naturally" induce labor. On
Friday, weighing the long term
aspects for Eiko and the fetal
maturity, we decided that a prompt
delivery was necessary. A cesarean
section was scheduled for two hours
later.

Cesarean Section
At the appointed time, the
midwives came to "prep" Eiko. I
tried going along into the delivery
room, but they refused at first. I
reminded them that Dr. Amenomori
had promised to allow me in the
surgery theater. They relented but
asked that I wait until after she was
on the table. Within a few minutes,
they had set a stool for me by Eiko’s
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Mom moments before surgery.
head. The room, equipment, and
personnel were pretty much as is
commonly depicted in the visual
media. In addition to Eiko and
myself, there was Dr. Amenomori,
the assisting surgeon, the head
midwife, the assisting midwife, and
two pediatricians. Eiko was given an
epidural anesthesia that numbs from
the back down. She was also given a
sedative to help her relax... which
actually made her fairly drowsy. A
cloth curtain prevented Eiko from
observing very much, but I could
easily peer over and check out the
action.
Within minutes of the incision the
first baby was out. The head nurse
called out, "Otoko" (boy). He was
quickly handed off to the first
pediatrician. I caught a quick view
of a crying boy as he was whisked
off to the Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit (NICU). With the second,
vacuum extraction was needed to
bring him down to the incision. He
was out two minutes after the first.
The head nurse again declared,
"Otoko", as he erupted with a

healthy cry. The second pediatrician
showed him to Eiko and then me.
10:17 and 10:19pm... two more
hours and they would have been
born on leap day.
Next came the tedious process of
individually closing all of the layers
of tissue. Dr. Amenomori spent over
an hour carefully suturing. For the
last layer, he custom prepared some
tubing that was sewn in with the
outer stitches. (The result 4 months
later is an extremely clean and thin
scar.) Next, I was called out to talk
with one of the pediatricians. Both
the boys were healthy, but they were
going to stay in the NICU because
they were small. At 33 weeks, they
were 1972 and 1650 grams (4.3 and
3.6 pounds).
I returned to find the doctors
finished with Eiko and the nurses
starting to get her ready to be
transferred. This entailed covering
the incision and undoing all of the
braces used to support her during
surgery. I sensed the nurses were
initially worried that I might
destabilize view ing my wife
sprawled out in an immodest
position, but I just jumped in and
started helping them. At this point,
the anesthesia started making Eiko
feel nauseated and I took care of her
(held the pan and wiped) while she
was sick. We didn’t get the
privilege of a smooth, uneventful,
natural birth, but we were together
the entire time of pain and joy.

Not quite the same...
Well so far what I have described
could happen in just about any
hospital in the USA. But since this
is Japan, of course there is a little
different twist to all of it.
Previously, I alluded that the
pa tient-doctor re lationship is
different here. Actually, I think it is
pretty much the same as in western
countries many years ago... the
doctor is considered omniscient in
the realm of diseases and matters of
the body. In a country where
"superiors" tend to be blindly
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Cameron Akito Palm
followe d,
the
doctor’ s
pronounc ements a re r ar ely
questioned. If the doctor states that
x,y,z is wrong and prescribes three
or four pills, powders, and herbs, the
patient follows without hesitation.
This "trust" especially extends to the
realm of cancer... often patients are
never informed until the very end.
Given that tendancy and the Palm
family’s previous dealings with
so-called medical professionals, I
was interested in establishing a more
active relationship with our medical
providers. Through several birth
preparation consultants, we finally
found an excellent situation with Dr.
Amenomori and the staff at the
Ja pa ne se Red Cross Hospital
(Nisseki). It is very unusual for a
father to be allowed to be with the
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Andrew Takato Palm

wife during a C-Section... it was
great that Eiko’s OB did not follow
tradition.
One of the things I enjoyed was
the tacit encouragement of allowing
patients and families to vary the
hospital diet. It was never a problem
to bring in fruits, juices, and yogurts
to "supplement" the salt-ladened
meals. In fact there was even a
convenience store in the hospital
basement.
Of course there were some
language complications... but the
nurses and I had lots of fun trying to
translate to each other... lots of sign
language helped. Eiko and I became
quite friendly with the midwives and
nurses over the weeks. Their attitude
revealed that they really enjoyed

their work and took a personal
interest in our family.

Nisseki = Home
The next several weeks after the
delivery were also hard. Although
Toxemia usually goes away a few
days after delivery, it can take a
week or two. Eiko spent another 3
weeks in the hospital while her
blood pressure stabilized and she
partially regained her strength. The
boys ended up staying 7 weeks...
more or less until their due date. In
NICU, the boys were isolated... we
were only allowed inside four times
to touch them. The NICU doctors
seemed to take the traditional
Japanese doctor route. It was 3 days
after the boys were born before I
even talked to one of the NICU
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doctors... and that was only after
causing somewhat of a scene.
Luc kily the Midw ive s we re
changing shift when I started to
carefully explain (demand) to the
NICU nurses why I wanted to talk to
a doctor now.... not in a few days.
The midwives chimed in that it was
a strange situation and put some
(good old Japanese) group pressure
on the NICU nurses to go fetch a
doctor.
The relationship with NICU staff
had several more stormy days. I had
to obtain special permission to view
the boys at a time other than the
standard 3:00-3:30pm everyday.
We were never allowed to place a
toy in their incubator/crib but firm
persuasion allowed a picture of Eiko
and I to be placed in their crib.
I guess the biggest problem was
the lack of communication and
information... and this really did not
stem from an English-Japanese
la nguage impair ment... but a
retention of status quo. I was told
many times that the doctors were
very busy with all of the babies in the
ward. When I tried to see the boys’
medical records, I was refused since
it was "confidential" information.
After a couple weeks of this, my
patience was wearing very thin.
Over a period of 3 days, I spent more
than 6 hours discussing and arguing
with the nurses and doctors. Finally,
progress started when the second
head nurse entered the exchange
with a rational, "How can we get this
problem solved" attitude. This led to
a meeting with her, the boys’ doctor,
and most importantly, the chief of
the NICU department. During the
meeting, we were granted daily
access to the boys records. From
then on, our relationship with the
staff gradually improved although
the boys’ NICU doctor became
more distant. It was unfortunate, but
if we had to choose between the two,
we were happy to be on good terms
with the nurses since they provided
all of the boys’ day to day care. Near
the end of the boys’ stay, I was able
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Cameron and Andrew’s weight compared to average boys. Rony is the upper
curve, Andy the lower. 0 months is their due date (13 April) just after they
left the hospital. The outer lines represent the weight limits of 80% of boys.
to personally apologize to one of the
nurses.
Sometimes I wonder if we did the
right thing by causing all of the
"trouble" in NICU. After all, I was a
fo re ign er distur bing the wa
(Japanese word for harmony) of the
group. I guess Westerners value the
rights of individuals more. The staff
easily accepted how I, as a foreigner,
couldn’t understand the situation...
but they were very confused when
Eiko agreed with me. It took a lot of
strength for her to 100% support me
when she didn’t always understand
or agree with me.

Coming Home
After 7 weeks, the boys had
stayed in NICU to almost their
original due date. Both were around
2500 grams (5.5 pounds), the typical
weight babies in Japan and the US
are released. During the previous
week, Eiko had come into the NICU
ward for lessons on feeding and
changing the boys. I even made it in
for the lesson on giving baths.
Once the boys came home, things
were expectedly crazy. My parents

were here for awhile to help out.
Eiko’s mom came on several
occasions for a couple weeks at a
time. The first few weeks entailed
feeding the boys every few hours.
We attempted to synchronize the
feedings but the boys generally
resisted. Around the beginning of
June, they started sleeping 6-7 hours
at night. By the end of June they
could sleep 9-10 hours... the only
problem being they liked to be fussy
between 10pm and 1am before
dropping off.

Development
Since they have been home, they
have been developing normally.
During their 1-month and 3-month
check-ups, they had no residual
medica l pr oble ms f rom the ir
premature arrival. In fact they have
pleasantly surprised the midwives
and doctors on how fast they have
been mentally and physically
developing. At the first checkup
they were making cooing sounds
and attempting to "talk" instead of
just crying. During the next checkup
they were staring (concentrating) on
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the speaker and responding when
spoken to. Of course they are full of
smiles and babbling at home too.
Recently they are preparing to
crawl... lots of leg thrusting and
wiggling. Recently, both of them
started rolling over.
Both Rony and Andy definitely
started out on the small side. For the
first 2 weeks they actually lost
weight while they were on IV
feeding s. Ne xt they star te d
receiving increasing amounts of
Eiko’s milk via a tube in their throat.
Little by little they gained weight in
the hospital. When they were at
home and could have unlimited
feedings, their weight started
increasing more quickly. Putting
them on a typical growth chart with
their birth date adjusted to their due
date, they gained about twice the
rate as normal for several weeks. By
the middle of May, they were both
above the normal birth weights. (See
chart)
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sometimes exasperating (continually crying for 4 hours until
2am), sometimes exhilarating (the
smiles and wiggles when they see
our faces) and sometimes just quiet
enjoyment (sleeping in your arms).
Probably one of the hardest things to
preconceive is just how much time it
takes.
We always enjoy hearing about
what you are up to. Drop us a line
anytime. Hopefully we will write
back quickly. Looking over my
desk, I see that I am only a year and
a half behind in my letter writing.
Until next time...
Stephen & Eiko Palm
2-3-5-512 Toyo
Koto-ku, Tokyo 135 JAPAN
Tel: +81-3-5606-7169
E-mail: palm@nb.rockwell.com

Thanks
Obviously all of this would not
have come together without the help
of many people. We wish to thank
all of the family, friends, and staff
who supported us through out the
tough times; Jean Umezu, Elena de
Karplus, and Nancy Brown for
prenatal advice late in the evenings;
the Labor-Delivery Midwives for
their cheerfulness, humor and
encouragement; all of the people in
California who gathered together for
prayer and giving many gifts to get
us started; and God for the precious
gift of two healthy boys.

Owari
Well that about wraps up this
edition... sorry I got so long winded.
It ha s be e n f un sha ring our
experiences with you. The many
aspects of parenthood is indeed
ch alle ng ing... not to o ma ny
situations in life can prepare one for
all of the changes that children bring.
So metime s sur pr ise s ( guac amole/fountains/bubbles in the bath),

Steve & Eiko Palm

The Palm Family on the boys’ 4-month birthday.
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